SOME IMPORTANT FEATURES ARE:

 A special program to manufacture blinds with
asymmetric holes, for triangular trapezoid,
rectangular, circle and arch shaped blinds.
 A guide hole punch is available on request.
 The number of threading stations is determined by
the length and type of blind. An additional optical
reference and centring pins on top of threading
stations guarantee their correct positioning.
 Each threading station is equipped with a special
and patent pending device that by means of
pneumatic cylinders and ball bearing driving wheels
help the slat to thread even at high speed.
 Very fast kit change: from 15mm to 25mm it only
takes 5 minutes.
 Electromagnetic braking system on coil holder to
avoid coil unwinding.
 One magazine for coil accumulation with optical
sensors to guarantee homogeneous forming of slat
from the beginning to the end of the coil. This will
keep the slat constantly tightened and will prevent
the slat from deforming due to possible abrupt pulls
 Variable slat pulling speed.
 Automatic machine shut-off in case of splices in coil
and/or end of the coil.
 The machine automatically stops should the slat
accidentally jams in the ladder tape.
 Double emergency device.
 The machine can be supplied as follows:
12,5mm 15/16mm
15/16mm 25mm
25mm 35mm
25mm 50mm
35mm 50mm
 Production capacity:
25mm slat = 1 square meter/minute
16mm slat = 1 square meter/2 minutes
 All electric, electronic and pneumatic parts are
guaranteed to UNI Europeans standards
 TV 6000/P.P has been designed and built according
to the EC rules.

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
Length
Height
Width
Weight

4900 mm
1600 mm
600 mm
350 Kg

VIA MOLINA 80 – 20060 VIGNATE (MI) – ITALY

TECNICHAL FEATURES
Electric supply

220 V 50/60 Hz Mono phase
Average electric consumption
1 Kw/h
Air supply
6 bar
Average air consumption
60 lt/min
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